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Abstract

In the course of this work the solid flow program (SOLDIST) and the main

simulation program for circulating fluidized bed boilers (CFBB) have been

extended, partially reprogrammed and tested. The solids flow program has been

designed as a "Stand-Alone-Version" and has been extended to a "multi-air

injection model".

In the solids flow program, the common blocks structure (feature of the

programming language Fortran 77) has been exchanged against parameter-list

based variables transfer. Furthermore, the functionality of the program is checked.

The current version of the simulation program allows to inject additional air to each

cell of the combustion chamber. Examples where an additional mass flow of

secondary air {mAiraiM =5kg/s ) is injected to certain cells are discussed.

Three plants are tested with the simulation flow program and the results are

compared to each other. The data of plant are: plant A has a height of 19.925 m,

side length 4.2 m x 2.3 m at the bottom and 4.2 m x 4.2 m over the conical part

and plant C has a height of 29.95 m, the diameter of the distributor plate was

3.9 m and the diameter of the furnace over the conical part was 7.3 m. Data for

plant B are given below.

Furthermore the results calculated with the overall simulation program are

discussed and compared to measured experimental data. The plant (B) for which

the results are given has a height of 37.2 m with a squared cross section (side

length 4.2 m x 7.48 m at the bottom and 7.48 m x 7.48 m above the conical part).

Experiments and calculations are made for full load conditions. The performance

test was done for a steam rate of 250 t/h, 540°C and 125 bar. Air is injected to the

furnace as primary, secondary and tertiary air. It is shown that the results obtained

with overall simulation program are comparative to the experimental results.



Kurzfassung

Im Rahmen dieser Arbeit wurde das Feststoffverteilungsprogamm (SOLDIST) und

ein Gesamtsimulationsprogramm für zirkulierende Wirbelschichten erweitert,

teilweise umprogrammiert und getestet. Das Feststoffverteilungsprogamm wurde

als „Stand-Alone-Version " konzipiert und um das „Multi air injection model"

erweitert.

Im Feststoffverteilungsprogamm wurde die COMMON-Block Struktur (ein Element

der Programmiersprache Fortran 77) aufgelöst und durch eine parameterlisten-

basierte Variablenübergabe ersetzt. Danach wird eine detaillierte Beschreibung

des FeststofTverteilungsprogrammes gegeben.

Die aktuelle Version des Simulationsprogramms erlaubt es, Sekundärluft in jede

gewünschte Zelle des Feuerraumes einzudüsen. Es folgt der Vergleich einer

Berechnung, bei der kein Sekundärluftmassenstrom zusätzlich zugeführt wird, mit

einer solchen, bei der dies in jeweils einzelnen Zellen {rhAjraM =5kg/s)

Sekundärluft zugeführt wird.

Drei verschiedene Anlagen werden mit dem Feststoffverteilungsprogamm

getestet, um die Ergebnisse miteinander zu vergleichen. Die Höhe des

Steigrohres der Anlage A beträgt 19.925 m, die Seitenlänge am Düsenboden mißt

4.2 m x 2.3 m und über dem konischen Teil 4.2 m x 4.2 m. Die Daten für die

Anlage B werden unten gegeben. Die Höhe des Steigrohres der Anlage C beträgt

29.95 m, der Durchmesser am Düsenboden ist 3.9 m und über dem konischen

Teil 7.3 m.

Weiters werden die Ergebnisse der Berechnungen des

Gesamtsimulationsprogramms mit den Messungen aus den Experimenten

verglichen. Die Höhe des Steigrohres der Anlage (B) beträgt 37.2 m, die

Seitenlängen am Düsenboden ist 4.2 m x 7.48 m und über dem konischen Teil

7.48 m x 7.48 m. Experimente und Berechnungen wurden für Vollast der Anlage

gemacht. Die Experimente wurden bei einem Frischdampfmassenstrom von

250 t/h und Dampfparametern von 540°C und 125 bar durchgeführt. Luft wird als

Primär-, Sekundär- und Tertiärluft zugeführt. Es wird gezeigt, dass die Ergebnisse

des Gesamtsimulationsprogramms in etwa mit den Messungen aus den

Experimenten übereinstimmen.



Abstrakt (in Albanian language)

Ne këtë punim programi simulues „solid flow" (SOLDIST) dhe programi

kryesorë simulues për llogaritje të kaldajave të avullit „circulating fluidized bed

boilers" (CFBB) (të zhvilluar ne institutin e termoteknikës ne Vjenë (ITW)) janë

zgjëruar, pjesërisht riprogramuar dhe testuar. Programi SOLDIST është

koncipuar të punoj si version i pavarur "Stand-Alone-Version" nga programi

kryesor dhe i zgjëruar të funksionoj si model "multi-air injection".

Ne programin "solid flow" (SOLDIST) janë fshirë "COMMON" bloqet (veti e

gjuhës programuese FORTRAN 77) dhe variablat e definuara ne këto bloqe

janë bartë ne listât e parametrave. Funksionaliteti i programit është vertetuar

përmes një shembulli ku si shtesë e ajrit sekondar të injektuar (futur) ne kaldajë

është marrë sasia e ajrit prej mAiraM =5kg/s .

Pastaj janë bërë llogaritjet për tri kaldaja me gjeometri të ndryshme dhe

rezultatet e fituara i kemi krahasuar njëra me tjetrën (ndërmjet veti). Paramétrât

e kaldajës A janë: Lartësia 19.925 m, ne pjasën fundore gjerësi/gjatësi 4.2 m x

2.3 m dhe mbi pjesën konike gjerësi/gjatësi 4.2 m x 4.2 m. Paramétrât e

kaldajës B janë dhëne me poshtë. Ndërsa të dhënat e kaldajës C janë: lartësia

29.95 m, diametri ne pjesën fundore është 3.9 m ndërsa mbi pjesën konike 7.3

m.

Me ndihmen e programit kryesor simulues janë bërë llogaritje të reja dhe

rezultatet e fituara i kemi krahasuar me rezultatet eksperimentale të fituar për të

njëjten kaldajë avulli për të cilën janë bërë eksperimentet laboratirike. Lartësia

e kaidajës është 37.2 m, ne pjesën e fundore ka gjerësinë/gjatësinë 4.2 m x

7.48 m dhe mbi pjesën konike me gjerësi/gjatësi 7.48 m x 7.48 m. Llogaritja

dhe testi eksperimental janë bërë nën ngarkesen e plotë të kaldajës dhe nën

kushte atmosferike. Sasia e avullit të prodhuar është 250 t/h, me temperature

540°C dhe shtypje 125 bar. Ajri është futur (injektuar) ne kaldajë si ajër

primarë, sekondarë dhe terciarë. Resultatet e fituara përmes llogaritjeve janë

ne përputhshmeri të mire me resultatet e fituara eksperimentalish (siq janë

sqaruar ne kapitujt përkatës).
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1 Introduction

With the development of CFB-Technology the requirement for simulation

programs increased continuously. Numerous simulation programs have been

developed for the description of different fields of application e.g. power plants,

process technology, multiphase flow etc. The most simulation programs for

fluidized beds concern the one-dimensional gas/solids systems. Three groups of

models can be distinguished according to the following enumeration:

• 1-dimensional models:

They concern usually empirical models, whose qualitative and quantitative force of

expression is limited due to one dimensionality. A comparison of 1-dimensional

models for solids distributions given from Glatzer [50].

• 1.5-dimensional models:

This group presents the models from Hirayama et al. [41], from Laux et al. [47],

from Berruti et al. [38], from Wong ef a/. [31], from Senior et al. [35], from Manno

et al. [29] and from Ishii et al. [28].

Remark: Two-dimensional models are unusual in the field of simulation of CFBBs

because instead of them 1.5 dimensional models were used.

• 3-dimensional models:

Only a few works have been done in the field of 3-dimensional models. Some

works are published from Knoebig et al. [42], from Hyppännen et al. [26], from

Leithner et al. [27], from O'Brien et al. [57] and from Fischer [58].

Three-dimensional modeling of CFBC systems are not very common because of

complicated decomposition processes, inhomogeneities and missing input data

from corresponding experiments.

At the Institute of Thermal Engineering (ITE) the following simulation programs are

in use:

The solid flow program (SOLDIST) (calculation of the solid circulation, the

vertical porosity profile and the resulting pressure loss over furnace height

for different conditions and plant geometry) and

The main program for simulation of CFBB's (calculates the heat transfer,

coal combustion and pollutant release, temperature profile, etc.)



Determination of the particle distribution in a circulating fluidized bed boiler without

determining the whole combustion process and the temperature distribution is

made with the solid flow program "SOLDIST". The solid flow program is part of the

main program for the simulation of Circulating Fluidized Bed Boilers (CFBB).

The developed simulation program at the Institute of Thermal Engineering (ITE) is

based on a 1,5-dimensional model. Two reasons led to selection of a 1,5-

dimensional model.

• Experiments showed, that the porosity over the cross section is almost

constant except near to the wall of the riser. Therefore it was not necessary to

use a full 2- respectively 3-dimensional model.

• The main simulation program of the circulating fluidized bed boiler (CFBB) was

developed to calculate heat transfer, coal combustion and pollutant release etc.

Forthat purposes 1-dimensional models are not precise enough.

The calculation is an iterative procedure including several parts of the main

program. The subroutines for calculating initial values are excluded.

In the program two main iteration loops exist:

The first iteration loop is done over the total mass balance of solids: the solids

mass flow through the ash classifier and the sum of concentrations of solid

species in the inventory material are the iteration criterions. This iteration loop is

done over the fractional mass balances for each solid component. In course of the

change of the particle size distribution of inventory material due to attrition,

reaction, combustion and mass extraction a second iteration loop is necessary.

This second loop starts with the recalculation of the solids distribution and

temperature profile and is followed by the calculation of the fractional mass

balances. The second iteration criterion is the particle size distribution of the

inventory material.

More about this simulation program (CFBB) can be found at the works from Rosza

[52], Glatzer [5], Haider [53], Krause [51], Werner [59] and Eder [30].
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2 Extension of the solids distribution program SOLDIST

In the present chapter are documented and described the subroutines and

functions of the simulation flow program SOLDIST, where the following main

improvements and extensions were done:

- Implementation of the multi-air injection model (allows to inject additional air to

each balance cell of the riser)

The above model is used, to allow a secondary air injection over the all furnace

height. This enhanced flexibility allows to model (simulate) of staged combustion

and the injection of after burning air.

- Reorganization of the whole program, which means that:

This modification are made in order that, the future users can work with a well

structured and clear program.

a) the "COMMON-BLOCK" based concept of variable's declaration was

exchanged to a parameter list based handling of variables,

and

b) each function and subroutine was written to an own file, whereby each module

was documented and described.

The new version of the program was tested and compared to experimental results

in chapter 3 and 5.

In the following a description of the current version of the program SOLDIST is

given.

The determination of the particle distribution in a circulating fluidized bed boiler

without taking into consideration the whole combustion process is done by use of

SOLDIST.
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2.1 Program SOLDIST_MAIN

I. Purpose:

The program 'SDMAIN1 is a driver program to use the program unit 'SOLDIST' as a

Stand-Alone-Version. Normally, SOLDIST is a subroutine of the main program

CFBMAIN, which is a "simulation and design tool" for Circulating Fluidized Bed

Boilers.



II. Description:

The main steps of SOLDIST_MAIN are:

1. Check whether input files exist (File path.txt with the necessary path and plant

identifier).

2. Reading the name of plant

3. Reading the data from the input file

4. Call of Subroutine SOLDIST

The subroutine ends with different messages in case if:

any key-word is not found or if the input file itself was not found.

2.2 Subroutine SDMREADMAI

I. Purpose:

The Subroutine SDMREADMAI reads necessary parameters from input files and

transfers them to the subroutine 'SOLDIST1.

The subroutine ends with checking errors when the parameters in the input files

are read.

2.3 Subroutine SOLDIST

I. Purpose:

With help of subroutine SOLDIST the solids distribution in a circulating fluidized

bed is calculated. The number of fractions can be selected before starting the

calculation.

Secondary and tertiary air has to be added in the conical part of the riser.

The height of the riser is subdivided into a certain number of layers whereby for

each height of the riser (the number depends on the number of partitioning units

"DEL" which can be related in the input file) the program computes the

corresponding values for porosity s, downwards mass flux of solids W, upwards

mass flux of solids E, a (ratio of core area to total area of the riser) and the

complying mass of solids for each layer. Furthermore, the average density of

suspension and the pressure difference (relative to the riser's outlet) are



determined, which are given in separate matrices. The same parameters are

calculated for the JM balance cells of the riser, therefore a recalculation of average

values for the large balance cells compared to the small (level) original layers is

necessary.

II. Description:

1. Calling subroutine SDMreadmai:

In subroutine SDMreadmai all input parameters from the input files are read.

2. Estimation of the height of furnace without refractory:

HFR = HGES ~ HAM 2 • 3 •

where HGES is the total height of the riser, HAM is the height of refractory in the

riser.

3. Checking of input parameters:

In this part of the program are "verified" the parameters written below, whether

they are available in the used input files:

smf - porosity at minimum fluidization velocity,

s - porosity at infinite furnace height,

T]ex - separation efficiency of solids at furnace outlet

SIDB, S1FR, S2DB, S2FR - geometrical parameters (length and width of furnace wall at

the height of the air distributor plate and in the upper (perpendicular) part of the

riser),

MGASP' ™GASS - '"GAST ' primary, secondary and tertiary mass flow of gas

NMATRIX - the dimension of the output matrix, which is equal to the number of

calculated layers,

NZYKL - number of cyclones,

HZEU(JM) - height of the cell.
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4. Estimation of the geometrical data of the cyclone:

The geometrical data of the cyclone are determined according to an empirical

design equation of a boiler producer:

BZYKL -Equivalent diameter of the orifice of the outlet:

Q -y) I mPGASGES

B = -,(_ v LAST y 2.3.2
" ^ ( 0 8 2 0 )

AZYKL - Corresponding equivalent cross-section of the inlet orifice from riser to a

cyclone:

2.3.3

DEZYKL - Equivalent diameter of the vortex finder of the cyclone:

DEZYKL=\ A0625-BZÏKL 2.3.4

5. Height of centerline of the furnace outlet:

Calculation of the height of the centerline of the furnace outlet above the air

distributor plate HGESI:

TT _ TT _ TT "ZYKL 9 O C
rlGES\~nGES n HAUBE -, 4..O.O

6. Checking of the assigned values of height:

Verification whether the assigned values of heights are set to a logical order. The

entire calculation of the program SOLDIST is performed for the case that the

heights of secondary and tertiary air injection points are lower than the height of

cone in furnace. If HAT and HAS don't fulfill this condition invalid values occur during

the calculation.



7. Calculation of the diameter of furnace:

The geometrical data of the plant in the input file are given only for rectangular

form.

For the further calculations the rectangular area section of the combustion

chamber is transformed to circular shape. The same is done for the distribution

plate.

71 V 71

FR n _ H^IPf l '->2OB o o fi
' UDB " I Z.O.O

8. Length and width of the furnace:

Determination of the length and width of the furnace at secondary and tertiary air

injection:

^ 2FR *
77

9. Determination of an equivalent diameter:

2.3.9

f 0. Superficial gas velocity (UOBE)'-

Calculation of superficial gas velocity closely below the secondary air injection

(UOBE):

' m

prn-D\E{i)

11. Superficial gas velocity (UOAB)'-

Calculation of superficial gas velocity closely below the tertiary air injection (UOAB):
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This procedure was selected (velocities at point 10 and 11), in order to keep the

gas velocity in the conical part constant, because in flow program no combustion

procedures are modeled.

12. Superficial gas velocity in the furnace, if entirety of air is injected in

conical part of the riser:

_ 4 • (jnFGASSUM + mFGAS \r urnCdlNumo )) O Q -1 O
U0FR ~ ^ i ^ . O . IZ

13. Total mass of solid matter in combustion chamber:

The total mass of solid matter in the combustion chamber either is given as an

input parameter (MassSoliTotal) in the input file or it is calculated. In this case the

filling height of solid matter the riser (HeigSoliFurn) has to be given as an input

parameter.

14. Calling of subroutine FRACTIONSTERN.

In subroutine FRACTIONSTERN are calculated the following parameters:

s*- Porosity above TDH (transport disengaging height)

Gs - Mass flow rate of circulating solid matter

dps- Average Sauter's diameter of solid inventory material

15. Calling subroutine SOLDIST1.

In the input file the switch (SoliDist) is defined which defines the way of calculation

of solids distribution. When switch SoliDist=0 the calculation of particle distribution

is done with Sauter's diameter and the Subroutine SOLDIST1 is called only once.

If the switch SoliDist=1 the calculation of the height dependent particle distribution

is made for each size fraction of the inventory material.
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Generally S0LDIST1 calculates the following parameters; a more detailed

description follows in chapter 2.4.

• Upwards mass flux of solids E

• Downwards mass flux of solid W

• Mass flow rate of circulating solid matter Gs

• Pressure loss of cyclone

• Pressure loss of furnace

• Pressure loss due acceleration Apacc

• Porosity of the annulus sa

• Ratio of core to total cross section area a

• Downwards velocity of the particle in the annulus vt

• Porosity of the core area ec

• Estimation of the bulk density pbuik

16. Call of Subroutine AUSGABE and creation of the Output Files.

2.4 Subroutine SOLDIST1

I. Purpose:

This subroutine serves to determine the distribution of porosity and pressure loss

in the circulating fluidized bed with optional secondary and tertiary air injection.

II. Description:

1. Geometrical data of cyclone.

More explanation is given above in section 2.3 under point 4.

2. Calling the Subroutine FRACTIONSTERN.

More explanation is given above in section 2.3 under point 15.

3. Calculation of Archimedes number:

2.4.1
" Pi
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4. Calculation of the coefficient ka for the exponent a Wein, [4]:

k, =1 + 0.5 Ar3 2.4.2

5. Function LEVA returns the value of the minimum fiuidization velocity

to the variable umf.

6. Calling subroutine INFINIT

Calculation of the below parameters at height HGEsi (Height of center line of

cyclone's outlet):

• Mass flow rate of circulating solid matter Gs

• Ratio of core to total cross section area a

« Porosity of the core area sc

• Porosity above TDH (transport disengaging height) e*

7. Mass flow rate of the circulating matter:

Calculation of the mass flow rate of the circulating matter at height HGESI (height of

the median line at the outlet to the cyclone):

G.,m=G- SiA'SJA 2.4.3

8. Setting initial values for the porosities:

The below porosities are used for the iteration process in function FUNC1. The

meaning of these parameters is given in the notation.

9. Checking of the filling height of the riser (HFUELL):

If the filling height (HFUELL) of the riser is greater than HGESi/3 the program stops

with message:

Verify the assigned value of the height; HFUELL (filling height), HGES (total height of

the riser) and HHAUBE (Height of the cover in the furnace).
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10. Calculation of the height of the dense zone:

HDEN=H0ES-BALAN

where BALAN is the height of the transition zone (measured from the top of the

riser).

11. Calling subroutine EUNDW:

A more detailed description of Subroutine EUNDW is given in the following.

12. Check of the logical parameter LEIDER.

2.5 Subroutine AUSGABE

I. Purpose:

This subprogram writes the results of the flow program SOLDIST to the output file

$$$-flow.out. Most computed values are plotted versus the height, for instance

porosity against height at each level. The values are for JM = NZell (number of

cells) levels displayed.

II. Description:

1. Comparison of the number of cells (NZELL):

If the number of cells given in the input files is not equal to the number of cells

given in "include-file" INDMENSION the program stops with the error message

"Verify values of JM and NZELL".

2. Geometrical data of cyclone.

More explanation is given above in section 2.3 under point 4.

3. Preparation of output parameters:

With help of the matrix POROS(JZELLE, KOUNT) the output parameters which

depend on the height of the furnace are prepared for writing. Also the output

parameters which are not dependent on the height of the furnace are prepared for

being written (writing) to the output file.
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4. Determination of an average bulk-density in the furnace:

M , „ „

2.5.1
FR

5. Determination of the average bulk-density in the region above

refractory (HAM to HZELL

" FR\

~ 2.5.2

6. Determination of the average porosity of total furnace:

£ =\-J£ifS- 2.5.3
' V

7. Determination of the average porosity in the region above refractory

(HAM to HZELL (JM)):

*/«i=l ^ ~ 2.5.4
Ps ' ' FRl

8. Output of the results of the flow program:

Preparation of the output parameters to be written to the output file.

2.6 Subroutine FRACTIONSTERN

I. Purpose:

Determination of the porosity e* above TDH (transport disengaging height above

the transition zone) and Gs (circulating mass flow of solids per furnace cross-

section). In the current version e* is calculated according to the correlation of

Yang, [13].
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II. Description:

1. Determination of circulating mass flux ofsoiid matter:

The circulating mass flux of solid matter at infinite height of the furnace is

determined according to the correlation of Geldart, [14] and [25].

G, = / > , - « „ - 2 3 . 7 e x p - 5 . 3 ^ - 2.6.1

2. Determination of the porosity s above TDH according to Geldart,

[25]:

S~1

j ^ r 2.6.2
P,••(«o-vJ

2.7 Real Function LEVA

I. Purpose:

Function LEVA calculates the minimum fluidization velocity (Cheremisinoff, [8]).

II. Description:

1. Determination of Achimedes number (Ar):

More about Ar see section 2.4 (Subroutine SOLDIST1).

2. Determination of the Reynolds (Re) number at umf.

-27.2 2.7.1

3. Determination of the minimum fluidization velocity umf:
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2.8 Subroutine INFINIT

I. Purpose:

The subroutine IFINIT calculates the average porosity (s*), the core porosity (EC),

the ratio of core to total area of cross-section (a) and the mass flux of solid matter

Gs at the level of HGESI (centreline of cyclone outlet).

II. Description:

1. Calling subroutine FRACTIONSTERN (described in section 2.6).

2. New mass flux of circulating solid matter:

GsmF=\ —2
 v, '(l-Ü'ft'C-v^'Ö-fJ'ft-ll-i) 2.8.1

£c lNF

3. The subroutine ends with the reassignment of the below parameters:

s - £INF average porosity,

£C=£CINF core porosity,

cc=aiNF ratio of core to total area of cross section in the riser.

2.9 Use of RTBISx for zero points determination:

The functions RTBIS, RTBIS1, RTBIS12, RTBIS2, RTBIS4, RTBIS5 are used for

the determination of the zero points of different functions within the iteration

process.

2.10 Real Function MASSE

I. Purpose:

The function MASSE calculates the mass and pressure loss of each layer. The

calculation is made for each layer, whereby DELTA=1/TE expresses the height of

the layer per meter in the cone section.
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II. Description:

1. Determination of the constant (a):

The constant (a) describes the increase of porosity along the transition zone in the

CFB-reactor respectively, respectively the decrease of density and solid

concentration decrease.

2.10.1

2. Calculation of the porosity at the end of each layer:

This vary of calculating the porosity is valid for the transition zone of the riser.

en=e'-(e'-en)-e-a-DELTA 2.10.2

3. Average porosity:

Calculation of an average porosity for each layer.

4. Determination of the mass in each layer:

)• DELTA K'DHO 2.10.3
4

5. Determination of the pressure loss in each layer:

2 .1 0 .4

where DHo is the equivalent furnace diameter at current height.

2.11 Subroutine EUNDW

I. Purpose:

This subroutine calculates the parameters of the matrix EPS(NMATRIX,8) such

as:

E (upwards mass flux of solids, EPS(I,3)),
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W (downwards mass flux of solids, EPS(I,4)),

Ms (mass of solid matter, EPS(I,5)),

a (ratio of core area to total cross section of the riser tube, EPS(I,6)),

£a (porosity of solid matter in the annulus, EPS(I,7)),

(velocity of the particles falling downwards in the annulus, EPS(I,8))

II. Description:

1. Determination of diameter and superficial velocity:

In this part of the simulation program calculations are made to determine the

diameter of the furnace and the superficial velocity at the current height of the

riser. Calculation is made for each layer, where DEL is a factor which determines

the number of layers in the furnace.

2. Reassignment of EPS:

In the second step the values of matrix EPS are reassigned.

2.12 Function BLASE

I. Purpose:

Function BLASE calculates the average porosity of the dense zone and the local

average porosity at the end of the dense zone.

II. Description:

1. Porosity in the emulsion phase, see Geldart, [25]:

, (. \ d " (S • (P, - Pf ))" " 8 (HGESl ~ HSTE
£ p - [ ~ V £n,j ) 1 CA „0.082,.0.066

\0.043
1 STERN )

2 . 5 4 - ^

2. Minimum bubbling velocity:

The minimum bubbling velocity is calculated according to Hetsroni, [1]. At this

velocity the formation of bubbles starts and depends on the type of particles.

umh=33-dps-v-ot 2.12.2
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3. Maximum bubble diameter:

The maximum bubble diameter is calculated according to Hetsroni, [1]:

— 2.12.3
g

4. Call of subroutine SUMME.

Now subroutine SUMME is called, where Function JOHNS with parameter DENSE

is calculating the (average) porosity in the bubbling zone (o,ub). The furnace height

here is subdivided into three parts:

• Range below the level of secondary air injection

• Range between the level of secondary air injection and the height of cone (HK),

• Range between the height of cone (HK) and the height of the centreline of the

outlet to the cyclone (HGESI)-

5. Calling subroutine BUBPOR:

By using subroutine BUBPOR the following parameters are determined:

BLASE, the mean porosity of the total dense zone,

DENSE, the local porosity at the end of the dense zone.

2.12.1 Real Function WIRTH1:

I. Purpose:

The real function WIRTH1 calculates:

• pressure loss,

• cluster velocity,

• gas velocity,

• solids velocity and

• Froude number (Fr)

The calculations are made according to Wirth, [3].
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//. Description:

1. Calculation of pressure loss:

Determination of the pressure loss according to clusters and strands in the

transition zone:

2.12.1.1

2. Calculation of cluster velocity:

where u [-] is the loading of the gas flow and <D [-] the relative free cross section

of the tube.

3. Calculation of gas velocity:

—-(l-*0-( l -<0 2 — 2.12.1.3
)

4. Calculation of solids velocity (clusters and strands):

2.12.1.4

5. Calculation of Fr, see Wirth, [3]:

-h
0.0053—5-. — —

Pf U0FK V U0FR U
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2.12.2 Real Function GL427

/. Purpose:

Real function GL427 calculates:

• Particle Froude number,

• particle Froude number at the terminal velocity of single particles,

• particle Froude number at minimum fluidization velocity according to Wirth, [3].

II. Description:

1. Particle Frou

Calculation of the particle Froude number at superficial velocity:

1. Particle Froude number Frp:

Frp = U°FI< 2.12.2.1

Pf

2. Particle Froude number at terminal velocity:

Calculation of the particle Froude number at terminal velocity of single particles:

F r , = , V' 2.12.2.2
\{P,-Pr) ,

Pf

3. Particle Froude number:

Calculation of the particle Froude number at minimum fluidization velocity:

Fr - mf 2 12 2 '
Prpumf ~ r- Z. IZ.Z.,

••<**• g

4. Dimensionless pressure loss:

The dimensionless pressure loss is calculated according to Wirth, [3] as given in

Eq. 4.27, see Wirth, [3],
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2.13 Real Function VT

I. Purpose:

This subprogram calculates the terminal velocity of a single particle taking into

account the sphericity (included in the factors F and FSTR of equation 2.13.2) of the

particle, according to Haider and Levenspiel, [7]:

II. Description:

1. Terminal velocity:

Determination of the terminal velocity according to Cheremisinoff, [8]:

USTOK ~ '

2. Reassignment of the terminal velocity USTOK:

3. The determination of Ar is done according to chapter 2.4.

4. Determination of the new terminal velocity vt2
m.

Determination of a new particle terminal velocity according to Haider and

Levenspiel, [7]:

2.13.2
** STR

5. Checking of the iteration loop.

If vt2 is not calculated correctly, the program stops the calculation with the

message that the iteration loop has not been finished successfully.
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2.14 Real Function EUN

I. Purpose:

The function EUN calculates the porosity (e) at infinite furnace height (hm)

according to Geldart, [25]:

II. Description:

1. Determination of parameter X, see Geldart, [25]:

2.14.1

d
if ( „ 0 - v , ) . ^>^

2. Porosity at infinite height of the riser:

Determination of the porosity at (theoretical) infinite height of the riser, see

Geldart, [25]:

2.14.3

2.15 Real Function ONLY:

I. Purpose:

In this case the transition zone exists along the total height of the furnace. So

there is no dense bed above the air distributor plate (mass and pressure balance

cannot be closed). FUNC1 is called from ONLY. In this case ONLY varies the

initial value of sdb (EPSDB) (porosity closely above distributor plate) until mass-

and pressure balance are closed.

Function ONLY distinguishes whether an extended dense zone exists above the

air distributor plate or not. Usually ONLY tries to close the pressure loop along the
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CFB-loop, which means to split the solid matter between riser and return leg. If it is

not possible to close the pressure loop function ONLY varies the initial value of

8db (EPSDB) (porosity closely above the air distribution plate) until mass- and

pressure balance are closed instead of varying the height H (height of the

transition zone).

2.16 Real Function FUNC1:

I. Purpose:

The function FUNC1 calculates the pressure balance at a definite height H of the

transition zone. Furthermore HSTERN is determined by varying the height H and an

average profile of porosity is determined depending on the case whether a dense

bed exists or not.

II. Description:

1. Determination of HDEN:

H 2.16.1

In this case H is the height of the transition zone in the furnace.

2. Checking the number of the air injection points:

Air has to be injected to the conical part of the furnace. Therefore it is checked,

whether all the air is really injected in the conical part of the riser.

3. Checking the porosity over furnace height:

By using function BLASE the porosity over the furnace height is checked. The

calculation is divided into two parts:

First from the bottom zone to the end of the conical part of the riser (HK) the profile

of porosity is checked and in the second step the zone from the end of the conical

part of the riser to the centreline of the outlet to the cyclone (HQESI) is checked. For

the first case function BLASE (determination of average porosity of the dense

zone) is set to the porosity at the dense bed sdb (EPSDB) and for the second case

function BLASE is set to en (su is the average porosity at the transition zone):
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Furthermore the following parameters are determined:

• the mass of solid matter for each height of the riser,

• the pressure (difference) of each layer,

• the volume of each layer.

4. Porosity at the end of the transition zone:

,-»i/w»r) 2.16.2

where EK is the porosity at height HK (conical height of the riser).

5. Determination of the porosity of the core area at the outlet of the riser:

g =g"~gf l+g„ 2.16.3
a

6. Mass flux rate of circulating solid matter:

Gx2 =f-uîSr-vJF^l.(l-O-A •< - h ^ , ' ( ' - O ' V - 2.16.4

7. Downwards-mass flux rate of solid matter:

Ws2=(\-al\ps\\-sa)-vsrand 2.16.5

8. Mass in the siphon:

In the case that a siphon is installed the mass inside is calculated:

) f t ( l _ >

9. Mass in the vertical section of the return leg:
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MsB = M*GES ~MsZYNZYKL ~ M DEN ~ M' TRANS ~

Ï-*?™L-- 2.16.7

10. Mass in each cyclone:

If there are more return legs/cyclones installed, then MsB for one return leg/cyclone

is calculated:

M
M f l=—£- 2.16.8

N
1 v ZYKL

11. Determination of the inclined length of siphon:

LP = ±-MJB 2.16.9

After the estimation of the inclined length (LP) a security check is made to find out

whether the cyclone is overfilled with solid matter. In that case the program stops

the calculation with the message:

"Return leg is overcrowded with solid matter, please check the data in input file".

12. Pressure loss in the L-valve:

Calculation of the pressure loss in the L-valve:

G DL ( d„.

sSTP , 2.16.10
/

(4.266-g LLV

13. Calculation of the pressure loss in cyclone:

In the first step the inlet velocity of the flue-gas to the cyclone is calculated:

2.16.11
ZYKl\-"-ZYKL ' "2YKL ' Pf)
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Then the pressure loss of the cyclone is determined:

AZYKL ' BzYKL | Pf ' VINZYZY o .„ .„

2.16.12

14. Pressure loss due to acceleration and friction:

A = P, (l ~ £& ) • 0 ~ e» ) {"ojh ~ v, Y 2 16 13
-* oft' A / ^

15. Determination of pressure loss in the furnace:

ApFR = Apacc + ApTRAN +{]- eDEN ) • g • p , • (HGESl -H) +
i \ / \ Z.1D.14

+ (HGES-HGESi)-ps-(\-sJ-g

16. Determination of solid mass in the furnace:

Ms,FurnCalc = MDEN + MTRANS + {HGES - HGESl ) • px • (l - ea ) ^ — S L 2 .16 .15

2.17 Subroutine BUBPOR

I. Purpose:

Based on the fraction of bubbles eb this subroutine calculates the porosity of the

cross-section.

II. Description:

1. Average porosity:

Determination of the average porosity of the cross-section:

eclv={\-sh)sp+sh 2.17.1
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2.18 Real Function VOLUME

I. Purpose:

The function VOLUME calculates the volume of the conical part of the riser in the

range between height H-i and H2. Here H^O m is height at the distributor plate and

H2 is the height where the secondary air is injected.

II. Description:

1. Calculation of the length of the sidewall at level Hi:

IT

2.18.1

2. Calculation of the width of the wall at level Hi

TT

2.18.2

3. Calculation of the length of the wall at level H2:

( \Hi
WB H^

4. Calculation of the width of wall at level Hz:

2.18.3

TT

2.1 8.47T

5. Calculation of the volume at the current section:

v (SrS2+(Sl+S3)(S2+S4)+S3-S4)iH2-Hl)
V Section ~ 2

0
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2.19 Subroutine SUMME

I. Purpose:

The subroutine SUMME calculates the average part of bubbles of the local

reference segment (range from height level A to level ß). The range starts at the

distributor and reaches up to the end of the conical height of the riser (HK). It is

important to denote that the bubbles are formed only at the lower part of the riser.

The calculation is performed for a number of TE cylindrical layers, referenced to

height section between level A and B.

II. Description:

1. Length and width of the furnace:

Determination of the local length and width of the furnace wall at height A:

2.19.1

7T 2.19.2

2. Local length and width of the furnace:

Determination of the local length and width of the furnace wall at height B:

D

+ \S\FR ~S\FR)'~TT~ 2.19.3

n

2.19.47T

For a number of TE layers per reference segment (B-A) the current length and

width of the furnace wall are determined to calculate the local volume fraction of

bubbles.

3. Length and width of the furnace wall.
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Calculation of the length and width of the furnace wall at the current height for

each layer:

^ 2.19.5

TJ

^~ 2.19.6

4. Average volume fraction of the bubbles:

Calculation of an average volume fraction of bubbles for the local reference

element:

SUM, an auxiliary parameter, is the volume of the actual layer of the riser:

SUM = FUNC{H0)-SlHO-S2HO -{Hm -Ho) 2.19.7

SUM= ^ ^ 2.19.8
(B-A)-(Su-Sw+(Su+SiB)- (S2A +S2B) + SiB-S2B)

where the SUM is the volume fraction of bubbles in the riser.

2.20 Real Function YANG

I. Purpose:

Calculation of the porosity (e*) at infinite height depending on the respective

friction factor according to a correlation of Yang, [13]. First a zero points search is

performed because the porosity s is not known explicitely.

II. Description:

1. Determination of the solid friction factor X according to Yang, [13]:

[ \-1.02l

(l-*).-^J- 1=^ 2.20.1
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where Ret is the Reynolds number determined according to: Re, =•
v

and Rep: Re =
v

2. Porosity at infinite height:

Calculation of the porosity at (theoretically) infinite height of the riser s* according

to Yang, [13]:

s =e-

U,OFR
-v,

'FR

2.20.2

2.21 Real Function FUNCEPS

I. Purpose:

The function FUNCEPS determines a new a considering the separation efficiency

at the upper end of the furnace. Thus, not the total upwards-mass flux of solid

matter is leaving the furnace at the outlet to the cyclone, there is a certain amount

of back flow of solids to the annulus. Consequently a and s* (referring to infinite

furnace height) are decreasing.

II. Description:

1. Determination of (acx):

Determination of aex (ratio of core area to total cross section area of the furnace)

considering the separation efficiency (r|ex) of the furnace exit:

"srand

al. = 2.21.1
.srand
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2. Calculation of new a considering the separation efficiency:

FUNCEPS is the calculated new a (ratio of core to total cross section of the

furnace at infinite height):

(E-E )
FUNCEPS = al - ^ aJ- 2.21.2

2.22 Real Function FUNC2LOS

I. Purpose:

Function FUNC2LOS calculates the new core porosity (£-c), the ratio of core area to

total cross section area of the furnace (a), the upwards mass flux (E) and the

circulating mass flux of solid matter (Gs).

2.23 Subroutine ZWEILOS

I. Purpose:

Calculation of the average porosity and superficial velocity due to injected air

closely above secondary or tertiary air injection.

II. Description:

1. Mass flux of circulating solid matter:

Determination of the local mass flux of the circulating solid matter per local cross-

section:

2.23.1

where Si, S2 are the length/width of the furnace at the respective heights Hi and

H2 and SiA , S2A are the local length/width of the furnace wall at height A.
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2. Ratio of core to total cross section area:

Calculation of the ratio of core area to total cross section area of the riser:

a2 = £AU £" 2.23.2

After the calculation is checked whether the condition a<1 is fulfilled.

3. Downwards mass flux of solid matter:

WII)W = ( l - « 2 ) - p , - v w . ( l -* u) 2.23.3

4. Average porosity:

Calculation of the average porosity closely above secondary air injection:

^0=l-(l-^,)-^ 2.23.4
U0AO

where SAU is the average porosity closely below ,

UOAU is the superficial velocity closely below and

UOAO is the superficial velocity closely above secondary air injection.

2.24 Real Function JOHNS

I. Purpose:

Determination of the amount of bubbles at current height according to Johnsson,

[2]:

II. Description:

1. Calculation of the superficial velocity:

4- m
^ ^ 2.24.1
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2. Local difference velocity K.

This parameter is used only as an auxiliary parameter:

2.24.2

3. Calculation of the auxiliary parameter "Johns":

Johns = 0.24 • (1.1 + 2.9"3 3 dp 10' ) • (0.15 + K)~°33 2.24.3

4. Calculation of the volume fraction ofbubbies:

Sh= ! — 2.24.4

Johns

The above parameters "K"and "Johns" are used in the simulation program only as

auxiliary parameters (they are used only for the calculation procedure).

2.25 Real Function EPSA

I. Purpose:

Function EPSA calculates the porosity of the annulüs according to a modified

approach of Goedicke, [9]:

2.25.1

2.25.2
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2.26 Real Function VSRAND

I. Purpose:

The function VSRAND calculates the downwards velocity of the falling particles in

the annulus.

II. Description:

Calculation and security check of diameter of the air distributor plate (DDB),

diameter of the riser at height of the secondary air injection (DAs) and diameter of

the riser at the height of the tertiary air injection.

Calculation of the velocity of the particles falling downwards in the annulus:

Vsrand = V srob ~ ( v j r a 6 " V mM ) • e'"" 2.26.1

where vsrOb is the velocity of particles falling down in the annulus in the upper part

of the riser, vsrunt is the velocity of particles falling down in the annulus in the lower

part of the riser.
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3 Checking the functionality of the program

In chapter 2 the solids distribution program which was written at the Institute of

Thermal Engineering (ITW), Vienna University Technology was described. This

chapter checks the functionality of the program and therefore an industrial CFB-

boiler (plant A, see Fig. 3.5.2) was simulated.

3.1 General remarks about the program

The current version of the simulation program allows to inject secondary air to

each cell of the combustion chamber. In the following examples an additional

mass flow of secondary air {mAiraJJ = 5kg/s ) is injected to a certain cell, whereby

the cell (location of injection) was varied from case to case. The results are

compared for six cases. The first case is the reference case (without additionally

air injection) and is defined in the diagram as "without add" air. The next

calculations are made with additionally air for each cell.

The height of air injection in the combustion chamber is given in table below.

Height of air injection [m]

0.0

2.2

3.2

6.8

9.5

11.0

14.7

16.92

Mass flow injected air [kg/s]

15.287

7.643

2.5478

0

0

0

0

0

Tab. 3.1.1 Height of the air injection
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3.2 Upward and downward mass flux of solids

The procedure to calculate the upward and downward directed mass fluxes is

described in chapter two. The table below gives the results for different situations

of air injection in the riser. The model is so developed that injection air in the

different height of the riser have no influence to the upward and downward solid

mass flux.

Height

of air

Injection

[m]

0

2.2

3.2

6.8

9.5

11

14.7

16.9

Without

Additional

air [kg/s]

34.17

20.54

17.72

17.44

17.25

17.23

17.22

17.22

Additional

air [kg/s]

at height

6.8 [m]

36.96

21.91

18.65

18.25

18.12

18.12

18.12

18.12

Additional

air [kg/s]

at height

9.5 [m]

36.75

21.60

18.32

17.91

17.67

17.66

17.66

17.66

Additional

air [kg/s]

at height

11 [m]

36.38

21.42

18.20

17.81

17.59

17.55

17.55

17.55

Additional

air [kg/s]

at height

14.7 [m]

35.30

21.01

18.01

17.69

17.50

17.47

17.47

17.47

Additional

air [kg/s]

at height

16.9 [m]

32.57

18.15

15.02

14.55

14.32

14.27

14.26

14.26

Tab. 3.2.1 Results of the upward mass flux of solids (E [kg/m2s])

Height

of air

Injection

[m]

0

2.2

3.2

6.8

9.5

11

14.7

16.9

Without

Additional

air [kg/s]

19.53

5.90

3.08

2.80

2.61

2.59

2.58

2.58

Additional

air [kg/s]

at height

6.8 [m]

21.57

6.52

3.26

2.85

2.72

2.72

2.72

2.72

Additional

air [kg/s]

at height

9.5 [m]

21.76

6.61

3.33

2.91

2.68

2.67

2.67

2.67

Additional

air [kg/s]

at height

11 [m]

21.48

6.52

3.30

2.91

2.69

2.65

2.65

2.65

Additional

air [kg/s]

at height

14.7 [m]

20.47

6.18

3.19

2.87

2.67

2.65

2.64

2.64

Additional

air [kg/s]

at height

16.9 [m]

21.61

7.19

4.06

3.59

3.36

3.31

3.30

3.30

Tab. 3.2.2 Results of the downward mass flux of solids (W [kg/m2s])
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Figures 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 show the calculated ratio of the upward and downward

solid mass flux versus the height of the riser. As can be seen from the diagram the

injection of air at the different heights of the riser has no significant influence on

the upward and downward mass flux of solid.

x

18 -
16 -
14 H
12
10
8 -
6 -
4

0

0 10

—•—Without add air

—Q— add air at H=6.8 [m]

r--add air at H=9.5 [m]

•«-add air at H= 11 [m]

-*— add air at H=14.7 [m]

—•—add air at H=16.9 [m]

20
E [kg/m2s]

30 40

Fig. 3.2.1 Calculated upward mass flux of solids E [kg/m2s]
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0
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•• - add
x add
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Fig. 3.2.2 Calculated downward mass flux of solids W [kg/m2s]
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3.3 Ratio of core to total area

The ratio of core to total area is defined as ratio of the local core cross section to

the cross section of the combustion chamber. The simulation program converts

the rectangular to a circular cross section. Below is given the table with the results

for different calculations. To the circular plant the ratio of area is equal to the

square of the diameter ratio.

D,.

•okal .

3.3.1

Height

of air

injection

0

2.2

3.2

6.8

9.5

11

14.7

16.9

Without

Additional

air

0.899

0.922

0.928

0.932

0.933

0.933

0.933

0.933

Additional

air

at cell 4

0.897

0.921

0.929

0.926

0.926

0.926

0.926

0.926

Additional

air

at cell 5

0.897

0.919

0.927

0.932

0.927

0.926

0.926

0.925

Additional

air

at cell 6

0.897

0.919

0.927

0.932

0.931

0.925

0.925

0.925

Additional

air

at cell 7

0.898

0.921

0.928

0.932

0.933

0.933

0.928

0.925

Additional

air

at cell 8

0.891

0.906

0.911

0.915

0.916

0.916

0.916

0.916

Table 3.3.1 Ratio of core to total area a [-]

x

18 -
16 -
14 -
12 -
10 -
8 -1

6 -:

4 -'

2 -:

0 -

-Without add air
- «.idd air at H=6 8 [m]
add air at H=9 5 [m]
add air at H=11 [m]

-add air at H=14 7 [m]
-add air at H=16 9 [m]

0.88 0.89 0.9 0.91
a [•]

0.92 0.93 0.94

Fig. 3.3.1 Calculated ratio of core to total area of cross-section a [-]
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From the Fig. 3.3.1 the influence of the additionally injected gas at certain heights

of the riser can be seen.

3.4 Solids concentration

The solids concentration in a circulating fluidized bed (CFB) depends strongly on

the height of the riser. The gas-solids mixture moves upwards in the core of the

riser at relatively low concentration of solids, while the gas-solids flow near the wall

is moving downwards at higher concentration of solids. The solids concentration at

the wall and the core region are proportional to the corresponding average

concentrations. Figure 3.4.1 shows the solids concentration versus height of the

riser. As can be seen the additional gas injection at each cell height has a slight

influence on the solids concentration.

Height

of air

injection

0

2.2

3.2

6.8

9.5

11

14.7

16.9

Without

Additional

air

0.0077

0.0033

0.0027

0.0026

0.0026

0.0026

0.0026

0.0015

Additional

air

at cell 4

0.0085

0.0035

0.0028

0.0025

0.0024

0.0024

0.0024

0.0015

Additional

air

at cell 5

0.0085

0.0035

0.0028

0.0027

0.0025

0.0024

0.0024

0.0015

Additional

air

at cell 6

0.008

0.0035

0.0028

0.0027

0.0026

0.0024

0.0024

0.0014

Additional

air

at cell 7

0.0081

0.0034

0.0028

0.0027

0.0026

0.0026

0.0024

0.0014

Additional

air

at cell 8

0.0083

0.0036

0.0029

0.0027

0.0027

0.0027

0.0027

0.0018

Tab. 3.4.1 Solids concentration 1-e [-]
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Without add air

add air at H=6.8 [m]

add air at H=9.5 [m]

addairatH=11 [m]

-*-addairatH=14.7 [m]

-•-addairatH=16.9[m]

0 0.002 0.004 0.006 0.008 0.01

Fig. 3.4.1 Vertical profiles of the solids concentration

3.5 Gas velocity

In the table 3.5.1 the results calculated with the simulation program are given. It

can be seen from table 3.5.1 that gas velocity is greater compared to the case

without additional air. Additional air is injected at different heights of the riser.

Height

of air

Injection

[m]

0

2.2

3.2

6.8

9.5

11

14.7

16.9

Without

Additional

air [m/s]

4.69

4.67

4.67

4.67

4.67

4.67

4.67

4.66

Additional

air

at cell 4

[m/s]

5.61

5.59

5.58

5.58

5.58

5.58

5.58

5.58

Additional

air

at cell 5

[m/s]

5.61

5.59

5.58

5.58

5.58

5.58

5.58

5.58

Additional

air

at cell 6

[m/s]

5.61

5.59

5.58

5.58

5.58

5.58

5.58

5.58

Additional

air

at cell 7

[m/s]

5.61

5.59

5.58

5.58

5.58

5.58

5.58

5.58

Additional

air

at cell 8

[m/s]

5.61

5.59

5.59

5.58

5.58

5.58

5.58

5.58

Tab. 3.5.1 Calculated results for gas velocity vg [m/s]
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Geometrical data of the plant are given in figure 3.5.2.

HGES -Total height of the furnace, which is defined as the distance between air

distributor plate and cover,

HGES1 - Height of the furnace up to the centreline of the cyclone's outlet,

HK -Height of cone in the furnace,

HAT -Level (measured from air distributor plate) where secondary air is injected,

HAS -Level (measured from air distributor plate) where secondary air is injected,

HHAUBE -Height of cover in furnace,

DFR - Diameter of furnace at the upper part (above the cone),

DDB -Diameter of the distributor plate,

DAS -Diameter of the furnace at the secondary air injection,

DAT -Diameter of the furnace at the tertiary air injection,

LLV -Horizontal length of return leg,

HSY - Level of siphon above inlet of the return leg,

HSB -Height of return leg (standpipe),

HCONE -Height of cone beyond the storage vessel in the return leg,

DSTP -Diameter of return leg and valve (only one diameter can be defined),

DSB -Diameter of storage vessel in return leg (only of interest at laboratory test

rigs where such vessels are used),

HOCH -Total height of cyclone,

HOCHO - Height of cylindrical part of cyclone,

RA -Outer radius of cyclone,

LengDIeg -Length of vortex finder,

Rl -Radius of vortex finder.
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Fig. 3.5.2 Geometrical data of the plant A
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4 Overview about models for the description of the
bubbling zone

4.1 General aspects

Introducing the gas at minimum fluidization velocity umf through a suitable

distributor plate the solids in the tube starts to move up. Normally the gas is

introduced through a grid or distributor located at the bottom of the riser. According

to Cheremisinoff [8], Kunii et al. [15] and Hetsroni [1] in Fig. 4.1.1 some types of

distributor configurations are given.

•;.*•••>:.-.:'C:V''V-'-'.:
: • • • : . . v - » v Y ; - : . ;

I , | S f 1 1 I
(a) Singel perforated (b) Staggered

plate perforated plate

: " »•"«'if"- *

(c) Concave or
dished perforated

plate

r 1 Î i
;d) Convexe perforated

plate

Î Î
(h) Bubblecaps

• . • . / . . • • , ••.••••:•: r ••

î î
(e) Sandwiched

packed bed

Slits 1

.Great
bars

(i) Multiple filter
plates

,v^.?-i^

ôôôôôôô

î î
(j) Pipe grid

(f)

•.-}W>-1 Side V^^ff
W>-:#r.ff^ mixing -. W - . ' : ^ ' - ^

(k)
Ash removal

(I)

Fig. 4.1.1 Examples of distributor configurations.

The above figure illustrates:

(a) - the flat perforated plate

(b) - the staggered perforated plate

(c) and (d) - curved plate distributors

(e) - sandwiched packed-bed distributor

(f) - an arrangement of slits between grate bars
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(g) and (h) - nozzles and bubble caps
(i) - multiple filter plates

(j) - pipe grid arrangements

(k) - the gas is injected through nozzles arranged along the sidewalls.

(I) - the gas is introduced through side-mixing nozzles.

By increasing the gas velocity beyond the value umf the bed of solids expands

homogeneously and the bed height increases almost linearly with the superficial

gas velocity. This regime is called the homogenous or particulate fluidization for a

gas-solid system. The velocity onset of bubbling is called umt (minimum bubbling

velocity).

It is generally assumed that the performance of gas-solid (G-S) fluidized beds is a

function of the scale of operation and that the riser diameter and the bed height

have a profound influence on the bubble hold up, interphase mass transfer and

backmixing [12]. Ellenberger and Krishna [10] tried out to develop a unified

approach for the scale-up of gas-solid (G-S) fluidized bed and gas-liquid (G-L)

bubble column reactors. The experiments carried out from the authors Ellenberger

et al. [10] show that based on hydrodynamic analogies in the behavior of these

two systems a unified approach is possible. It is necessary to denote that the

bubbles in a fluidized bed are not directly analogous to gas bubbles in liquid.

Bubbles in a liquid have a clearly defined boundary separating the two phases.

Werther, [12], has used in his experiments fine catalyst particles of Geldart's group

A and sand fluidized beds (Geldart's group B) in two risers with different inner

diameter for estimation of the local bubble size distribution, local average bubble

rise velocities and local average bubble shapes. Werther concluded that attrition

and loss of fines from the system have no influence on the bubbling

characteristics of the fluidized system.

Bubble characteristics are:

size,

shape,

rise velocity

number of bubbles per unit volume of bed per unit time.
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4.2 Pressure drop of air distributors

Hartge and Werther [23] analyzed the performance of gas distributors in circulating

fluidized bed boilers (CFBB). The problems with air distributors can be classified

into the following three categories:

a) backflow through the nozzles into the windbox of the fluidized bed

b) erosion of the nozzles and

c) ash sticking on the nozzles

If the pressure drop in the gas distributor is too low, the result is poor fluidization;

i.e. some parts of the bed will be fluidized more vigorously and other parts may

partly defluidize Hartge et al. [23]. The pressure drop ApD across the distributor

should be at least 10 to 30% of the pressure drop ApB of the fluidized bed.

> o.i. ...0.3 N/m2 4.2.1

The pressure drop is a function of the height at minimum fluidization Hmf velocity

and bed diameter D.

APB

> 0.01 + 0.2 • 4.2.2

Hartge et a/. [23] showed that the pressure drop has a strong influence on the flow

structure in the bottom zone of the circulating fluidized bed.

4.3 Time for bubble formation

The formation of gas bubbles is one of the most characteristic phenomena of

fluidized beds and has been recorded by Yang during several test series, where

the development of bubbles dependent on time was observed. Mass and heat

transfer processes are seriously affected by the mechanism of bubble formation.

The corresponding time for bubble formation th is calculated using a correlation

given from Yang et al. [21]:
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2-u mf

Q In-
2-Q-dhp-7r-Q-umJ.

4.3.1

where Q is the gas flow rate through orifice, m3/s

The gas flow rate through the orifice is estimated by use of equation Q - u0 • AFR

where Am is the cross section of the furnace.

Kuipers, [16] give another correlation for the estimation of the time of bubble

formation:

2-u
4.3.2

mf

Another important parameter for the bubble formation is the bubble formation

frequency, which is estimated using an empirical correlation; according to Nicklin

[20] and Kuipers et al. [16] the following relation was formed to determine the

frequency of bubble formation:

n. =0.53--^-
V

4.3.3

where Vh is the bubble volume,

For a volumetric flow rate of gas, Q = 200-2000 cm3 Is, Kunii and Levenspiel,

[15], found a formation rate for bubbles of nh =19-125"' .

4.4 Determination of the bubble size

Most of research work about bubbles in fluidized beds, has been focused on the

development of semi-empirical models to estimate parameters like bubble rise

velocity and bubble diameter.

The formed bubbles have various shapes: small bubbles are close to spherical

shape, large bubbles are spherical cap-shaped and largest bubbles are flattened

and distorted.

Experiments show that bubble size in fluidized beds increases with gas velocity

and with height above the distributor, and varies widely from system to system.
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The bubbles grow in size after they have left the air distributor due to the

coalescence with the neighboring bubbles.

The behavior of bubbles just above the distributor is given in Fig. 4.4.1. according

to Kunii and Levenspiel [15].

. / » / • > < > •

?&»*:

a) b) c) d)

Fig.4.4.1 Behavior of bubbles just above the distributor: a) porous plate; b)

perforated plate; c) nozzle-type tuyere; d) bubble cap tuyere.

Two types of bubble formation above a single orifice are given in fig. 4.4.2.

^ - • : . • • • /

a)

.-•>•••.'• j'?y>.

b)

Fig. 4.4.2 Proposed modes of bubble formation (Kunii and Levenspiel [15])

a) for relatively low gas velocity, b) for high orifice velocity

It is important to denote that the bubbles reach a maximum bubble size, which is

obtained using Equation 2.12.3 in chapter 2.

A number of different equations have been proposed to calculate the initial bubble

size generated at an upward-facing orifice, see Miwa et al. [19] and
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Darton et al. [11]:

for a porous plate distributor the same authors suggest

dh0= 0.37 •(u.-u^y 4.4.2

Equation 4.4.2 is invalid for u0 -umf > 0.2m/s. In fluidized bed combustors, the gas

is rapidly heated when it enters the bed a fact, which is not considered in the

formulas above.

To calculate the bubble size many authors take the Darton et al. [11] model as a

basis. Considering the volume increase of bubbles and the burst of bubbles with

the ascension of bubbles, the bubble diameter dependent on height can be

calculated. According to Geldart [14] the bubble diameter is calculated as follows:

u0 — umh

± ^ - ^ J 4.4.3

where a, is an empirical constant. The parameter ax is equal 0.54 estimated by

Darton et al. [11]. The mentioned equation 4.4.3 has a wide applicability for the

calculation of the bubble size.

In the equation 4.4.3 ADB is the cross-section area of the distributor plate per

number of orifices according to:

4.4.4

Kuipers et al. [16] have studied theoretically the bubble formation at a single orifice

in a two-dimensional bed. The theoretically predicted bubble sizes, formation times

and shapes have been compared to experimental data obtained from triggered

photographs. According to Kuipers et ai, [16], the Davidson and Schüler model for

the calculation of the bubble volume and the corresponding time of bubble

formation was explained.
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The bubble volume Vh is calculated with equation below (4.4.5):

Vh = 1.725 i C j l ^ l 4.4.5

where Co represents the virtual mass coefficient (explained in Kuipers et al. [16])

of a sphere and depends on geometry.

Hetsroni, [1], gives another correlation to calculate the bubble volume. This

equation gives the relationship between volume, radius and wake angel 0w :

4.4.6

The wake angel 0W in degrees has been correlated empirically according to Clift et

al. [18] refer to Fig. 4.4.3.

^ - \
Bubble margin

Wake angle (0)

Fitted circle

Bubble wake- ' " 4 " / ^ - / " " Fitted circular arc

Fig. 4.4.3 Basic form of a bubble

0„ = 50 + 190exp(-0.62Re°4) 4.4.7

where Re is calculated according to:

"^L 4.4.8

which jua an apparent dynamic viscosity and deq the equivalent diameter of

bubbles:
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4.4.9

The description of a bubble on the basis of just one diameter, as has been

considered by many researchers, is rather incomplete.

The wake angle is a function of Reb and can be estimated from the diagram given

in Fig 4.4.4.
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Fig.4.4.4 Bubble parameters as a function of ReA

4.5 Estimation of the bubble velocity

Some fluidized systems show bubbling as soon as the point of minimum

fluidization is reached, others show bubbling only at superficial velocities higher

than umf, at some others bubbles do not appear at any superficial velocity of the

fluid.

The minimum superficial gas velocity, at which the bubble starts to form {umb), is

calculated with an empirical correlation proposed from Geldart & Abrahamson [17]

or Hetsroni [1], see chapter 2, formula 2.12.2.

This correlation is applicable only for umb >umf. If umb is less than umf it must be

assumed that umb=umf.
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The rise velocity of the single bubble in fluidized beds is calculated with the

following equation:

4.5.1

where dh is the bubble diameter, calculated with Equation 4.5.1, K is a parameter

K=0.66 for a gas bubble in a liquid and, from empirical measurements K=0.711 in

a fluidized bed according to Gilbetson et al., [22]. Wallis, [24], proposed to

consider the reduced rise velocity due to wall effects by the following correlation

valid for 0.125D < deq < 0.6D :

4.5.2

Nevertheless, equation given in 4.5.1 gives a good agreement to many

experimental results. Some authors incorporated a dependence on the reactor

diameter see Kunii and Levenspiel [15]. Gera et al. [55] and Tsuchiya et al. [56]

have investigated the single bubble rise velocity. The bubble rise velocity depends

strongly on the wake angle.

In the current version of the simulation program the model of Johnsson was used,

see Chap. 2, section 2.24. The minimum bubbling velocity is calculated according

to formula 2.12.2 (model of Hetsroni [1]).
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5 Test calculations with the flow program for three plants

5.1 Geometrical data and input parameters:

In this section three plants are tested with the simulation flow program and the

results are compared. Below in table 5.1.1 are given the geometrical data for the

boilers:

Total height of
furnace [m]
Length of air

distributor plate [m]
Width of air

distributor plate [m]
Length of furnace at
the upper part [m]
Width of furnace at
the upper part [m]
Height of cone in

furnace [m]
Height of refractory

in furnace [m]
Height of return leg

(standpipe) [m]
Level of siphon

above the inlet of the
return leg [m]

Horizontal length of
return leg [m]

Height of cover in
furnace [m]

Diameter of return
leg and valve [m]

Boiler A

19.925

4.2

2.3

4.2

4.2

3.7

3.7

8.4

2.4

4.946

1.28

0.71

Boiler B

37.2

5.0

5.5

7.48

7.48

4.8

7.25

16.5

6.0

7.0

0.80

1.40

Boiler C

29.95

Diameter of
distributor plate

[m] 3.9

Diameter of
furnace at the
upper part [m]

7.3

9.2

9.4

11.4

4.93

6.824

2.48

2.080

Table 5.1.1 Geometrical data of the plants

Boilers A and B have a rectangular form and the boiler C has a circular cross

section. For the simulation of boiler A the solids inventory material was subdivided

into 11 size fractions; for boiler B and C the number of size fraction was 16. Each
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boiler is subdivided in to 8 balance cells along the riser's height. Below a table is

given which shows the size distribution of the inventory material.

The particle distribution of inventory material is determined with the sieve analysis

and is specified in table 5.1.2 for boilers.

Boiler A Boiler B

Particle
diameter

[m]
70.E-6
80.E-6
100.E-6
125.E-6
160.E-6
250.E-6
315.E-6
400.E-6
500.E-6
630.E-6
800.E-6

Inventory
Material
[kg/kg]

0.16E-2
1.03E-2
2.73E-2
12.13E-2
65.33E-2
15.83E-2
2.255E-2
0.305E-2
0.180E-2
0.050E-2
0.000E-2

Boiler C

Particle
diameter

[m]
20.E-6
38.E-6
54.E-6
70.E-6
90.E-6
116.E-6
156.E-6
180.E-6
300.E-6
500.E-6
1000.E-6
2500.E-6
5000.E-6
8000.E-6
12000.E-6
20000.E-6

Inventory
Material
[kg/kg]

0.00E-2
0.50E-2
1.50E-2
4.00E-2
7.00E-2
5.00E-2

22.00E-2
19.00E-2
29.00E-2
7.000E-2
3.000E-2
2.000E-2
0.000E-2
0.000E-2
0.000E-2
0.000E-2

Particle
diameter

[m]
20.E-6
38.E-6
54.E-6
70.E-6
90.E-6
116.E-6
156.E-6
180.E-6
300.E-6
500.E-6
1000.E-6
2500.E-6
5000. E-6
8000.E-6
12000.E-6
20000.E-6

Inventory
Material
[kg/kg]

0.00E-2
0.10E-2
0.10E-2
0.20E-2
0.40E-2
3.20E-2

8.000E-2
23.00E-2
61.00E-2
3.800E-2
0.200E-2
0.000E-2
0.000E-2
0.000E-2
0.000E-2
0.000E-2

Table 5.1.2 Grain size distribution of

inventory material for the three

boilers.
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In Fig. 5.1.1 is given the particle size distribution of inventory material for plant A

and in the Fig. 5.1.2 for the plants B and C.
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Fig. 5.1.1 Particle distribution of inventory material for plant B and C
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Fig. 5.1.2 Particle distribution of inventory material for plant A

Table 5.1.3 shows where primary and secondary air is injected. It is important to

denote that in the first case about 60% of the air is used as primary air, in the

second case about 56% and in the third case about 42%. The rest of the gas is

added as secondary and tertiary air or gas.
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Primary air [kg/s]

Secondary air [kg/s]

Tertiary air [kg/s]

A

15.287

7.6430

2.5478

B

50.66400

21.36473

16.10970

C

46.570

36.591

27.720

Table 5.1.3 Distribution of air

The fluidization air is added to the system at different heights (primary, secondary

and tertiary air).

Heights of the secondary and tertiary air injection are denoted in table 5.1.4.

Height of secondary
air injection [m]

Height of tertiary air
injection [m]

A
2.2

3.2

B
1.5

3.8

C
2.282

7.5

Table 5.1.4 Height of secondary and tertiary air injection

The rest of used input parameters for these calculations are tabled and announced

below in Table 5.1.5.

Separation efficiency at
furnace outlet [-]

Porosity at minimum
fluidization velocity [-]
Sphericity of solids [-]

Density of solid material
[kg/m3]

Kinematic viscosity of flue gas
at furnace temperature [m2/s]
Density of flue gas at furnace

temperature [kg/m3]

A

0.15

0.44

0.86

2600

1512.E-7

0.3099

B

0.12

0.44

0.80

2500

1512.E-7

0.3099

C

0.15

0.44

0.86

2600

1512.E-7

0.3099

Table 5.1.5 Input parameters
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5.2 Simulation Results

The calculation for the three plants is based on the input parameters denoted in

section 5.1 of this chapter. The results returned by our simulation program will be

discussed in this section. In Figures 5.2.1 and 5.2.2 are presented the upwards (E)

and downwards mass fluxes (W) over furnace height for the performed

calculations. In Figures 5.2.3 and 5.2.4 are presented the diagrams for average

porosity and porosity in annulus over furnace height, and in Figure 5.2.5 is shown

the ratio of core to total area a.

For the calculation of the upwards mass flux the following assumptions are taken

into account:

- In the core zone the core porosity is constant over the cross section,

- all particles in the core flow upwards,

- the injected gas mass flux all enters in the core zone.

As can be seen, the upwards mass flux is a function of the gas velocity in the core

of the riser, the terminal velocity, the core porosity, the density of solids and the

ratio of core area to total area of the riser:

5.2.1

Assumptions for the downwards mass flux:

- the particles are moving downwards as agglomerates with uniform velocity in

the annulus

- the annulus porosity depends like the average porosity on height.

Similar the solids downwards flux, W, can be expressed as:

W = (\-a2\ps\\-£a)va 5.2.2

The external solid circulation rate Gs follows from a mass balance for a local cross

section:

G =E-W 5.2.3
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Detailed explanation is given from Glatzer [5].

0

i

100 200

E [kg/m2s]

300 400

Figure 5.2.1 Upwards mass flux E [kg/m2s] for plant A, B and C

Figure 5.2.2 Downwards mass flux W [kg/m2s] for plant A, B and C

The ratio a is independent of the geometry of the cross section of the boiler and is

defined as the ratio between local core cross section to the boiler cross section at

the same height of the chamber.

A. £ - £,. 5.2.4
llckal
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Figure 5.2.3 Ratio of core to total area for plant A, B and C

The annulus porosity is expressed as:

5.2.5

where

5.2.6

and

5.2.7

are coefficients which determinate sa.
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Figure 5.2.4 Porosity in annulus for plant A, B and C
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Figure 5.2.5 Average porosity for plant A, B and C

The average porosity is mean value of the respective cell for the assigned height

element. The mean profile of porosity over furnace height is determined according

to Kunii and Levenspiel, [6].

5.2.8

The parameters so and h0 specify the initial value for porosity and the height at the

upper end of the dense zone of the boiler.
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To calculate the average porosity at a certain height (h-h0) inside (within) the

transition zone the coefficient a and the porosity ea at (theoretical) infinite height

of the riser must be known.

The coefficient a describes the decay of the solids concentration with increasing

height of the riser. Higher values of a cause a rapid approximation of actual

porosity s(h) towards its limit sx. For certain dimensions of riser and particle size

Kunii and Levenspiel, [6] the decay constant is expressed according to the

following equation:

5.2.9

In literature the values for ka are given in the range 2-4 [1/s]. To take into

consideration the influence of gas properties the product was tried to be correlated

using Ar. According to the upper explanation the parameter ka is estimated with

Equation 2.4.2 from chapter 2. Kunii and Levenspiel [36] give more explanation

about the coefficient ka.

The figures 5.2.1 and 5.2.2 show the up- and downward mass fluxes (mean

values). The differences of the up- and downward mass flux correspond to the

circulating solid mass flux at each cross section of the transition zone. From the

diagrams, it can be recognized that the dependence of up- and downward mass

fluxes from the height in plant A and C is relatively low compared with plant B. In

case of plant A and C the size distribution of fine particles of inventory material is

more recirculated (lead buck).

Figure 5.2.3 shows the ratio of core to total cross section area of the plant.

According to the conclusions for figures 5.2.1 and 5.2.2 the ratio of cross section

of the plant B changes strongest (most strongly).

The figures 5.2.4 and 5.2.5 show the porosity in annulus and the average porosity

of the plant. As can be seen from the figures the porosity in annulus and the

average porosity of the plant B changes more than that of plants A and C. This

differences are based on conclusions for Fig. 5.2.1 and 5.2.2.
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6 Calculation with the overall simulation program and
comparison to experimental data

In the following chapter the results calculated with the simulation program and

experimental data for plant B will be discussed and compared. Experiments and

calculations are made for full load conditions. Geometrical data are given in

chapter 5 in table 5.1.1. The performance test was done for a CFBB with a steam

rate of 250 t/h, 540°C and 125 bar pressure of life steam.

The CFBB-part of the plant consists of a riser, a cyclone and a return leg including

a siphon for the reintroduction of solids into the furnace. Air is injected to the

furnace as primary, secondary and tertiary air. Pressures are measured at eight

positions in the riser.

The temperatures are measured at seven positions along the riser height. In the

lower part of the furnace temperatures are measured at five positions, in the upper

part at a height of 26.5 m even 5 measuring positions for temperature were

available.

6.1 Estimation of pressure profiles over the furnace height

By measuring the pressure drop along the riser a pressure profile is determined. A

total pressure drop along the riser APFRÎS calculated:

ApFK = Apacc + ApTRAN +(l-£DEN)-g-p, • (HGESi -HDEN) + 1 1

+ (HGES-HGESX).ps.{\-ecx)g

where Apacc is the pressure loss due to acceleration and friction, APTRAN is the

pressure loss in the transition zone, SDEN is the porosity at the dense zone, eex is

the porosity at the level of the outlet, g is the acceleration of gravity, HGES is the

total height of the furnace, HGESI is the height of the furnace up to the center line of

the cyclone's outlet, and HDEN is the height of the dense bed.

The measured results for the pressure drop along the riser and the calculated

results are given in Table 6.1.1 and 6.1.2.
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Pressure loss at air distributor left
Pressure loss at air distributor right
Pressure loss in furnace (0.8 m) left
Pressure loss in furnace (0.8 m) right
Pressure loss in furnace (4.5 m) left
Pressure loss in furnace (4.5 m) right
Pressure loss in furnace (29 m) left
Pressure loss in furnace (29 m) right

Pa
8500
8200
1500
1800
3200
3500
1600
1600

Table 6.1.1 Experimental results measured along riser's height

Pressure drop [Pa]
7973.47
2266.51
1136.62
872.59
694.81
532.45
372.74
213.44

Height [m]
0.0 (at air distributor)

1.480
5.790
10.490
15.490
20.490
25.490
30.490

Table 6.1.2 Calculated results for pressure drop over furnace height

In the Tables 6.1.1 and 6.1.2 are given the results for measured and calculated

values of the pressure drop.

•Calculated

• Experimental

4000 6000

p[Pa]

«-B-

8000 10000

Figure 6.1.1 Pressure profile over furnace height
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As can be seen from Figure 6.1.1 the calculated values with the simulation

program are not in good agreement with the experimental values. The values

measured over riser's height are clearly higher, than the values calculated with

simulation program except at lower positions.

The shape of the experimental and calculated pressure drop curves is similar, but

an absolute (more or less) constant difference exists. The reason for that

difference could be an underestimated starting value for solids concentration (1-e)

at the upper end of the riser, because the geometry-dependent influence of the

separation efficiency of the exit can't be taken into consideration.

The figure below shows a scheme of the furnace where the black points signify the

pressure measuring positions.

\ Measuring
^ points

Fig. 6.1.2 Pressure measuring points
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6.2 Determination of temperature profile over furnace height:

To calculate the temperature profile along the furnace height of the CFBC, the

boiler is divided into cells and each cell is assumed to be a well stirred tank. The

formulation of the energy balance for each cell supplies a set of equations for the

calculation of the temperature distribution and the transferred heat flows. By

modeling the balance cells as well stirred tanks the following simplifications are

necessary:

Each balance cell is considered to be ideally mixed. There is a

homogeneous two-phase mixture in which no temperature gradient occurs.

The calculation is done with concentrated parameters for density, porosity

and temperature,

All mass flows that leave the balance cell have the same temperature,

All mass flows that enter the balance cell are ideally dispersed.

In the present form the boiler is divided into eight cells. The first cell reaches from

the air distributor to a height closely below secondary air injection. The second cell

ends at the height of refractory and the remaining six cells subdivide the rest of the

boiler.

In the tables below are given the calculated and experimental values for the

temperature profile.

Temperature in furnace (26.5m) 1 left

Temperature in furnace (26.5m) 2 right
Temperature in furnace (0.4m) 1 left

Temperature in furnace (0.4m) 2 right
Temperature in furnace (0.4m) 3 right
Temperature in furnace (0.4m) 4 middle

Temperature in furnace (0.4m) 5 left

°C

900

895
919

926

928
918

895

Table 6.2.1 Measured temperature distribution in furnace
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Cell
height

1.49
5.8
10.5
15.5
20.5
25.5
30.5
37.2

Average
temperature

[°C]

1004.57
998.95
981.56
975.56
961.35
939.05
919.44
900.39

Core
temperature

[°C]

1005
1001.93
1006.89
997.22
982.71
959.5

938.61
916.06

Annulus
temperature

[°C]

1003.33
997.42
947.94
911.7
880.22
857.29
842.23
837.3

Table 6.2.2 Calculated Temperature Profile

40 -

I" 35 ":
= 30 -
° 25 -
CD

z 20 "
0 15 -
a) 10
1 5 -"

0 -r

•—Average temp
a—Core temp.

Annulus temp
* Expen. temp

800 850 900 950

Temperature [°C]

1000 1050

Figure 6.2.1 Comparison of calculated and measured temperature values along

the furnace height • • -

At the upper figure the curves are depicted for the average, core and annulus

temperature and the experimental average temperatures at two measuring points

of the furnace. The difference between calculated and measured temperature in

furnace is higher in the bottom section of the reactor than in the upper zone, where

the value of difference is only about 90°C. In the bottom section the reason for the

difference could be the higher measured solids concentration in the bottom of the

riser which enhances the heat transfer coefficient in that zone.

The figure below shows a scheme of the furnace where the black points signify the

temperature measuring positions.
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Fig. 6.2.2 Temperature measuring points

6.3 Boiler efficiency

The boiler efficiency is calculated in accordance to DIN 1942, [32]. The

determination of the boiler efficiency is done following the "indirect method" by

determining the different heat losses. The efficiency of boiler 1 was calculated for

coal with high ash-content (25.23%).

7JDE ~ 1 * FRV * ABGV "sTRV *\WAV 6.3.1

In equation 6.3.1 VFRV is the combustion loss, VABGV is the waste gas loss,

VSTRV is the radiation loss and VwAvare the losses due to the sensible heat of ash.

The calculated value of the boiler efficiency (0.925) is in good agreement with the

result of the operating plant (0.9189).

Determination of the combustion loss in accordance to DIN 1942, [32]:

V -V +V +V
Y FRV ~ r OA ^ r FA T r CO

6.3.2
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where VGA is the loss due to unburned carbon in bottom ash, VFA is the loss due

to unburned carbon in fly ash and VCo is the loss due to CO in waste gas.

Calculation of the loss due to the unburned in bottom ash, see Haider, [53]:

jr mGA,K ' **uK C O O
VCA = -, • r O.O.O

< H \ \ + k + k + k )

where rhGAK is the CfjX mass flow at coarse ash, mBR is the fuel mass flow, HUK is

the calorific value of unburned carbon, Hu is the calorific value of fuel, kBv is the

correction factor for external fuel preheating, ki_v is the correction factor for the

external air preheating and ks/K is a correction factor for calcination and sulfation

of added limestone.

Calculation of the loss due to the unburned carbon in fly ash, see Haider, [53]:

VrA = "FA.KH*

™BR • Hu • (1 + kBV + kLV + kSIK)

where mFAK is the Cfix mass flow at fly ash.

Calculation of the loss due to CO in waste gas, according to Haider, [53]:

h- •(] -V -V \-r • AM
r/ _ISlGDS V ' GA y FA) xCO,Abg L*dlCO,CO ß Q K
CO — 7 \ D.O.O

where kGDs is the specific mass of flue gas, taking into account desulfurization,

Xco.Abg is the CO concentration in the flue gas, AHcox:o is the formation enthalpy

of CO2 at CO oxidation, Mco is the molar mass of the carbon monoxide.

The flue gas loss is calculated according to the following equation, see Haider,

[53]:

\lfr r •/ \—(k-r -t )\-(]-V -V )
y _ \SrGDS ^pf,Abg lAbg) \"-L ^ p,a l a\ Jl V Y GA v FA ) r, o r>
"ABGV ~ 77 Tx i i i ~̂ \ D.O.D
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where cpf:Abg is the specific heat capacity of flue gas, cpa is the specific heat

capacity of ash, ki is the specific air request at air excess, tAbg is the temperature

of the flue gas and tai is the air temperature before the air preheater.

Calculation of radiation loss, according to DIN 1942:

6-3-7

where aSTRv and bsmv are parameters for the calculation of radiation loss in

accordance to DIN 1942 [32], Qm is the net enthalpy flow of life steam and mBR0

is the feed mass flow of fuel.

Calculation of the losses due to the sensible heat of ash, see Haider [53]:

rnS V 'lZ,s } V 'IF,S} up,s lS,FA ^ rnGA cp,s lS,GA c o oy = S I Vzs ) 0 VFJ ) p,s h.FA GA p,

mm Hu(l + kBV +kLA+ kSI

where ms is the mass flow of circulating material, mGA is the mass flow of bottom

ash, cPiS is the specific heat capacity of total solid matter, ts,FA is the temperature of

fly ash ts,GA is the temperature of bottom ash, T]ZX is the separation efficiency of

solids in cyclone and ÎJFS is the separation efficiency of solids in filter.

6.4 Size distribution of bed and circulating material:

In addition the Sauter diameters of the circulating and the bed material are

calculated. The influence of the ash on the size distribution is tested for different

particle distribution of the combustion ash.

Sauter's diameter of circulating material:

6.4.1
k
KsCirc
dAv(i)

Sauter's diameter of bed material:
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" psBed ~ ' 6.4.2

,co

where /csc/rc is the particle size distribution of circulating material (mass fraction of

size fraction), kSBed is the particle size distribution of bed material (mass fraction of

size fraction), and dAv is the average particle diameter of size fraction (i).

In the following the influence of the size distribution of coal ash on the size

distribution of bed and circulating material is investigated:

Case 1 assumes a size distribution of coal ash as obtained from an ordinary

combustion process without mechanical impact.

Case 2 uses the size distribution of coal ash after an additional grinding procedure

to approximate the size reduction mechanisms which could occur in a CFB-

reactor. Results are given in Figures 6.4.1 and 6.4.2.

Figure 6.4.1 shows the shift of the size distribution of bed material (in the bottom

region of the riser) to smaller size fractions, according to the additional

(mechanical) size reduction of coal ash, due to grinding. In the same way even at

the circulating material a shift towards finer size distribution is observed.

0.00001

•Casei

Case2

0.0001 0.001 0.01
Particle diameter [m]

0.1

Figure 6.4.1 Particle size distribution of bed material
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55 1.2

0.00001 0.0001 0.001 0.01 0.1

Particle diameter [m]

Figure 6.4.2 Particle size distribution of circulating material

6.5 Solids mass flow through ash classifier and filter

Another important parameter checked with the simulation program and compared

to experimental results is the ash split to bottom and fly ash. Experiments showed

a value of 60:40 % between bottom and fly ash.

From the total mass balance of solids the mass flow of bottom ash is calculated as

below:

Figure 6.5.1 Overall mass balance for solid matter
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mr. = , rhCaSQ +rh,- mFA - mVerh 6.5.1

where mBR is the mass flow of fuel, mCaSO is the mass flow of sorbent, m, is the

mass flow of inert material, mFA is the mass flow of fine ash, and mVcrh is the mass

flow of gasified fuel.

The mass flow of fly ash is calculated as follows:

FA = < FA+mL FA+mi_FA 6.5.2

where mK FA is the mass flow of char, rhIFA is the mass flow of sorbent and

m, FA is the mass flow of inert material through the filter.

In the following the mass flows of bottom and fly ash are investigated. More

explanation is given under point 6.4. Figures 6.5.1 and 6.5.2 show the assumption

for the size distribution of combustion ash used for the simulation program as input

values.
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Figure 6.5.2 Particle size of combustion ash before grinding
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Figure 6.5.3 Particle size of combustion ash after grinding

The calculated values for the CASE1 are:

Solid mass flow through ash classifier: 2.26394 [kg/s]

Solid mass flow through filter: 0.72201 [kg/s]

As can be seen the proportion for the first case is about 75/25%.

The calculated values for CASE2 are:

Solid mass flow through ash classifier: 1.68859 [kg/s]

Solid mass flow through filter: 1.29321 [kg/s]

The proportion for the second case is about 58/42%.

The upper results show that changes of the source term of ash have a significant

influence on the ash split to bottom and fly ash. For fine particles of combustion

ash the compared upper results (CASE2) are in good agreement to the

experimental results.
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7 Overview about grain size reduction mechanisms in fluidized
bed boilers

7.1 General remarks about attrition and fragmentation

In this chapter the size reduction mechanisms in fluidized bed boilers are

discussed. Attrition of particulate materials is widespread in many different areas

and happens at many different types of particles. Attrition may arise from

mechanical forces, thermal stress, chemical stress, or pressure changes from the

inside and outside of particles, Vaux, [44]. In the case of fluidized bed combustion,

the attrition of char and limestone particles can have a negative effect on

combustion efficiency and on sulfur retention.

7.1.1 Fragmentation

Fragmentation is the breakage of the particles during the drying, devolatilisation

and char combustion process into smaller pieces. In many cases fragmented

particles are large enough to burn in the bed, whereas attrited particles are

generally elutriated as combustible solids in fluidized bed combustors.

7.1.1.1 Fuel Fragmentation

Primary fragmentation is defined as the breakage of fuel particles during their

devolatilization period and has been attributed to the build-up of internal pressure

due to the delayed mass transfer of released volatiles through the pore structure of

the fuel particles (Chirone and Massimilla [40], Chen et al. [49], Stubington et al.

[48], Sundback, Beér and Sarofim [54]). Usually, the fragmentation of particles is

considered to end when the devolatilization step is completed, because no

volatiles remain inside the particles.

Chirone at al. [40] developed a model e. g. to investigate the primary

fragmentation, occurring during the devolatilization of the South African coal in a

laboratory fluidized bed combustor. Measurements were made at room

temperature and at temperatures between 200°C and 600°C. The fuel particle size

used for these experiments was 1 to 16 mm (Chirone and Massimilla, [40]). The

model assumptions which they have used for these experiments are:

• Spherical coal particles.
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During the devolatilisation process the coal spheres are both exposed to

thermal stresses and to stresses due to pressure increase inside the porous

structure because of volatile release.

The coal temperature, voidage and pressure are known during devolatilisation.

7.1.1.2 Sorbent Fragmentation

Hu and Scaroni [37] have used a laser heating technique to study the

fragmentation behavior of sorbents. They have used 8 different types of sorbents

with particle size between 37-105 urn and particle temperatures in the range of

600-1600°C. There are several mechanisms, which can cause the fragmentation:

• When a particle is heated up at a high heating rate, thermal shock may cause

fragmentation even before calcination begins.

• A sorbent particle may contain a small amount of organic matter and/or water.

When the particle is heated up to temperatures below the onset of calcination,

the organic matter decomposes.

• When a particle is heated up to higher temperatures and the decomposition of

the carbonate starts, CO2 is released.

Hu et al. [37] concluded that the fragmentation behavior was influenced by the

sorbent type, particle size, and particle temperature. The sorbent type had the

major influence on the fragmentation.
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7.1.2 Attrition

Attrition produces fines when particle collide each other, combustor walls and

internals. Abrasive attrition, fragmentation and fragmentation by percolation are

series-parallel phenomena that together with gas-solid reactions determine (fuel)

comminution. Arena era/. [33] investigated the comminution phenomena occurring

during the fluidized bed combustion of a refuse derived fuel. A South African

bituminous coal is used as reference. The experiments carried out show that both

waste fuels present a probability of breakage, higher than that of the South African

coal.

Attrition is affected by several factors, which can be properties of the parameters

as indicated in fig. 7.1.2.1 and in both cases larger particles are broken down into

smaller ones either by fragmentation or by generation of fines [45].

PROPERTIES OF
PARTICLE

PROPERTIES OF
ENVIRONMENT

Size
Shape
Surface
Porosity
Hardness
Cracks

Time
Velocity
Pressure
Shear
Temperature

Fig. 7.1.2.1 Some parameters affecting attrition

Bemrose et al. [45] and Kokkoris et al. [46] give a "Blinichev-scheme" for attrition

processes occurring in a fluidized bed fig. 7.1.2.2.

A > C

B

Fig. 7.1.2.2 Paths for the size reduction of particles

where A represents the initial particle, B the smaller fragment, and C the fines

product. The first path (A ->• c ) represents the surface abrasion of initial particles

and results in a slightly smaller particle and many fine particles. The second path
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(A -» B -> C) represents an initial fragmentation of the mother particle, followed by

surface abrasion of the resulting fragments. This path produces a small number of

intermediate size particles, as well as, many fine particles.

Takeuchi et al., [39], has investigated the influence of fuel attrition on combustion

efficiency. They have used four different types of fuels. The attrition rate is

different according to coal types and weight loss by attrition is small enough to be

ignored in comparison to that caused by reaction.

Vaux, [44], modeled low-velocity impact attrition in the bubbling zone of a fluidized

bed. He confirmed experimentally that the attrition rate was proportional to

{uo-umf), where u0 is the superficial velocity, and umf the minimum fluidization

velocity, and that the attrition rate decreases with time to a steady-state value.

Impacts between particles gave rise to abrasion and occurred throughout the bed,

whereas grid jets caused high-velocity impacts and particle fracture only in the

lower (-0.5 m) part of the bed.

Different types of tests are performed in order to determine the attrition tendency

of particulate materials. Bemrose et al., [45], describes different test equipments

and procedures. These types for attrition tests are given in Fig. 7.1.2.3.

SINGLE PARTICLE

(Principally
fragmentation)

Crushing

Impact

MULTI-PARTICLE

(Fragmentation
and abrasion)

Fluidized bed
Shear cell
Rotating drum
Grindability
Vibration
Drop Shatter
Paddle wheel
Enhanced sieving

POSSIBLE
TESTS

Chemical reaction
Pressure change
Heating
Fluid transport

Fig. 7.1.2.3 Types for attrition tests
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7.1.2.1 Char Attrition

According to the experimental results the following empirical correlation was

obtained from Takeuchi et al., [39]:

— = exp(-Jfc -t) 7.1.2.1.1
Wo

where ka is the constant of attrition rate and is different according to char type,

t time, W weight of char, Wo initial weight of char. Upper correlation denotes the

weight loss of char by attrition and is very small compared to the weight loss due

to reaction. The weight loss due to reaction is given below:

7.1.2.1.2

where ks is the surface reaction rate coefficient, S is the surface area of char, P02

is the partial pressure of oxygen, ks is expressed as follows:

7.1.2.1.3

where R is the gas constant, and 7s is the temperature of the char surface.

7.1.2.2 Catalyst Attrition

Forsythe and Hertwig (see Bemrose et al., [45] ) were concerned with the attrition

of catalysts and were the first who defined a simple high-velocity air-jet attrition

apparatus, which became the basis of many subsequent procedures. The typical

apparatus is shown in the figure below.
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n

•* « • • *

Mete red
air supply

Extraction
thimble

Pyrex glass pipe

Support clamp

Orifice plate (see inset)

Support clamp

Fig. 7.1.2.2.1 Apparatus for the determination of attrition (from Forsythe and

Hartwig, see Bemrose era/., [45])

The attrition rate is proposed by Gwyn (see Bemrose era/., [45]):

dW

~dt~
= k-m-t" 7.1.2.2.1

where W is the weight fraction attrited, t is the time, k is the constant which is a

function of the initial particle size and m is the exponent (approximately

independent of initial particle size). Gwyn found that the parameter m is about 0.46

for the catalyst particles.

Gwyn assumed that all elutriated material has been produced due to attrition

processes because all his primary material had a diameter above 40 urn. Gwyns

correlation does not incorporate explicitly the effects of gas velocity, minimum

fluidization velocity, and gas density, [45].
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Hose clamp

Glass tubing

Upper section

Extracting
thimble

Pinch clamp

Thin walled
stainless steel

Catalyst tube

Brass pipe

Metered air supply I »—-̂
Perforated plate

Fig. 7.1.2.2.2 Modification of attrition apparatus by Gwyn (see Bemrose etal.,

[45])

Werther and Xi, [43], have investigated the mechanism of jet attrition of catalyst

particles in gas-fluidized beds both theoretically and experimentally for two

different catalysts. The aim of attrition measurements was to establish the amount

of attrited fines. Jet attrition of the catalyst particles in gas fluidized beds

suggested from [43] gives a good description of the effect of orifice diameter, jet

velocity and gas density, on the attrition rate.
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7.2 Coal ash attrition

The size distribution of produced fines is independent from the original particle

size. Pis et al. [34] made an attrition study using a fluidized bed of coal ash. They

have studied the effect on attrition of the following parameters:

• bed particle size,

• static bed depth,

• time of attrition and

• fluidization velocity

In general two types of mechanisms were observed:

1) Abrasion: particles of a much smaller size break away from the original

particle. The resulting bed particles are slightly smaller than the original one.

2) Fragmentation: The breaking-away process gives rise to a number of particles

of a smaller size than that of the original mother particle.

Child
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Fines
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/
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' / ** \
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Figure 7.2.1 Size reduction mechanisms

They conclude that the attrition rate is independent of the bed depth and the

attrition rate varies linearly with the parameter (uo-umf).

The attrition rate is defined (Pis et al. [34] and Vaux [44]) as follows:
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« - - L ^ 7.2.1
W dt

where W represents the mass of coarse particle.

The extent of attrition is defined as:

7.2.2

where Wo represents the initial mass of coarse particles.

According to [34, 44] an empirical equation to express the variation of the attrition

rate with time is proposed:

7.2.3

where a and b are coefficients whose values depend on the characteristics of the

material as well as on the operation condition. R^ is the attrition rate under steady-

state conditions. The coefficients a, b are in [34] determined.

The attrition rate in steady-state condition is expressed as:

Rx=K-(u0-umf) 7.2.4

where K=1.6x10"7 m"1 is the attrition rate constant which has to be determinated

experimentally.

In the fiuidized bed combustors the attrition rate of solids (ash, sand, limestone)

depends on the residence time. The attrition rate can be determined only if

parameters such as: ash content, sulfur content (Ca/S), bed depth, excess air,

fluidization velocity, are taken in the account.

To describe the grain size reduction mechanisms in fiuidized beds (especially in

CFB's) only a few models are available. Therefore, the aim of the further work

must be the development of a standard test method. By using this method it

should be possible to determine the necessary model parameters for different

solids used in CFB's.
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8. Summary

In the present work here, the solid flow program (SOLDIST) and the main

simulation program for circulating fluidized bed boilers (CFBB) developed at the

Institute of Thermal Engineering (ITW) are extended, partially reprogrammed and

tested. The program SOLDIST is reorganized and documented. Each subroutine

and function was written to an own file and each formula is described in details.

New test calculations are preformed (to check the functionality of the simulation

program) using the new version of the simulation program. The multi-air injection

model allows to inject the additional air in each balance cell of the riser. In Chapter

3, test results are discussed and compared for six test cases, whereby the first

case is used as reference case. Test results have shown that up- and downward

mass fluxes have no significant differences to each other (from case to case). The

influence of the additional air injected.at certain heights, at each cell of the riser,

can be seen from the ratio of core to total cross section area, compare Fig.3.3.1.

For this calculations is analyzed only the solid flow program (SODIST).

Calculations for three plants with different geometry and particle size distribution

are performed. The inventory material of plant A has 8 size fractions and the

inventory material for the plants B and C was subdivided into 16 size fractions.

From the figures presented in chapter 5 can be seen that the main influence

comes from the recirculated fine particles of the inventory material.

Furthermore, the test results obtained from the main simulation program and

experimental data for plant B are discussed and compared. Experiments and

calculations are made for full load conditions and the performance test was done

for a CFBB with a steam rate of 250 t/h, 540°C and 125 bar pressure of live steam.

The following parameters are analyzed: pressure drop over furnace height,

temperature profile over furnace height, boiler efficiency, size distribution of bed

and circulating material and solids mass flow through ash classifier and filter.

The shape of the experimental and calculated pressure drop curves is similar, but

an absolute constant difference exists. As can be seen from Fig. 6.1.2 the cause

for these differences between the experimental and calculated results could be an

underestimated starting value for solids concentration (1-e). Fig. 6.2.1 shows the

temperature profile between the calculated and measured temperature over

furnace height. The difference between the calculated and measured temperature

in furnace is higher in the bottom zone of the reactor than in the upper zone. The

value of temperature difference is only about 90°C and the reason for this
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difference could be the higher measured solids concentration in the bottom zone

of the riser.

The boiler efficiency was calculated using the "indirect method". The calculated

value of the boiler efficiency (0.925) is in good agreement with the results of the

operating plant (0.9189). The ash split to bottom and fly ash is also calculated with

the simulation program and compared to the experimental results.

The ratio between bottom and fly ash estimated experimentally is about 60:40%.

Calculations are made for two cases: case 1 assumes a size distribution of coal

ash as obtained from an ordinary combustion process without mechanical impact

and case 2 uses the size distribution of coal ash after an additional grinding

procedure. Results show that case 1 is almost identical to the experimental

results.
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